How can I increase the font size of the display while using Banner INB production?

Tell Me

1. In testing, the links below have been found to be the optimum settings for 95 DPI:
   a. Windows 7 VM with 1920 x 1200 monitor resolution: http://banner.uncc.edu/forms/frmservlet?config=banprod_jpi&clientDPI=95&width=1025&height=750
2. The URLs below run forms from banner.uncc.edu to launch BANPROD and have various settings for DPI, width, and height:
   b. http://banner.uncc.edu/forms/frmservlet?config=banprod_jpi&clientDPI=100&width=1100&height=800
   g. http://banner.uncc.edu/forms/frmservlet?config=banprod_jpi&clientDPI=125&width=1350&height=950
   h. http://banner.uncc.edu/forms/frmservlet?config=banprod_jpi&clientDPI=130&width=1400&height=980

Related FAQs

- How do I access Banner INB remotely?
- How do I sign the University Confidentiality Agreement in Banner using My UNC Charlotte?
- How do I get access to the Banner Student module?
- How do I log into Banner INB?
- How do I get access to the Banner Finance module?